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Cafe Choo, Jimmy Choo's newest cafe in Seoul

Is the Indian fashion
industry ready to tackle the
metaverse on a global scale?

Not long ago, the mention of a digital
metaverse would raise eyebrows and questions
on how it would operate, and importantly
what it would offer consumers that retail
stores and e-commerce can’t. The concept also
seemed merely fantastical, but reality is that
the digital metaverse is here. Take Burberry’s
first NFT collection with Blankos Block Party
or Hermès’ entrance to Web3 with their
“MetaBirkins”; the ways in which these luxury
brands are making movement in the
metaverse demonstrate that it is indeed
fashion’s next big investment.

With this edition of Luxtter by BLCK LUXURY bringing you information on some of the finest and ultra-
rare luxury goods that you could get your hands on... cars, yachts, private jets, real estate, arts, fashion
and much more. Now that BLCK LUXURY is getting closer to expand in various geographies and build the
world's largest luxury mobility ecosystem, Enjoy the read.

Get your hands on...
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From the pop-up Dior Café and Coach bagel café in
Singapore to Louis Vuitton‘s restaurant in St Tropez and
more. If you can’t resist the allure of the luxury brand, the
new Choo Café in Seoul should be on your radar. Located in
the hub of luxury, Cheongdam-dong — an elegant and
fashionable street full of luxury brands — the café interiors
boast an extravagant pink overload, the café clearly got the
color memo for the year on point. Inside Choo Café el rosa
in all its splendour is one of the tones of the fashion house.
Sculptural furniture reflects the new Jimmy Choo Varenne
Avenue collection, clean lines evoke the new fashion
house’s signature style. The también menu is full of pink
touches and JL Dessert Bar (a Korean high-cuisine pastry
shop) is in charge of desserts. The full line of Jimmy Choo
Avenue will also be on display at the café. 

https://www.vogue.in/fashion/content/what-did-daniel-lees-burberry-debut-look-like
https://www.vogue.in/fashion/content/hermes-takes-flight-at-its-latest-spring-summer-2022-ready-to-wear-collection-at-paris-fashion-week
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FERRARI PUROSANGUE: Unlike any 
other
 
 

Luxury hotel group ‘The Set
Collection’ targets the Indian
travel market

Luxury car companies line up 
for big Indian electric vehicle 
race

After years of anticipation by the international
automotive fraternity, Ferrari unveiled the
Purosangue, the first ever four-door, four-seater
car in the Prancing Horse’s 75-year history, in the
magnificently atmospheric surroundings of the
Teatro del Silenzio in Lajatico (Pisa). The
Purosangue, the Prancing Horse’s SUV is equipped
with Maranello’s iconic naturally-aspirated V12
which can unleash a massive 725 cv. Vehicle
dynamics inspired by the Prancing Horse’s most
extreme sports cars make the Purosangue an
authentic Ferrari four-door sports car. To enable
the company to achieve the ambitious goals set for
this project and create a car worthy of a place in its
range, a completely different layout and innovative
proportions compared to modern GT archetypes
(so-called crossovers and SUVs) were adopted.

Luxury car makers are set to launch several
electric vehicles in the coming months as they bet
on EVs accounting for up to a fourth of their sales
in the country in the next three-four years, up
from low single-digit shares now, said industry
executives.
Mercedes, BMW, Audi and Volvo are bullish on EVs
even as they are priced higher than petrol and
diesel vehicles, said the executives, adding that
among other benefits buyers are enthused by a
lower 5% goods and services tax (GST) on EVs and
waiver of road registration tax in several states.
Some of the new EVs set to be launched in 2023
are Audi Q8 e-tron, Mini EV, Volvo EX90 and C40
Recharge.

The Set Collection is a carefully curated luxury hotel
group, comprising some of the world’s most
independent hotels located in London, Paris,
Amsterdam, Jerusalem, Beijing, Hong Kong,
Chengdu, and Shanghai. Andreas Bergfeld, Director
of Sales – Europe, Global Corporate & Strategy, said,
“With their expertise in curating and implementing
a sales, marketing, alliances and communications
strategy, we aim to build and strengthen our
position in the India market.” As evolved Indian
travellers in the luxury segment seek more
meaningful vacations and experiential luxury
holidays across destinations near and far, there is
an excellent scope for The Set Collection to build
higher interest in this market for its exceptionally
curated hotels. We couldn’t be more excited to
introduce the hotels and strengthen their
distribution in the Indian market.

https://www.hotelierindia.com/business/the-set-collection-joins-global-hotel-alliance
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Mercedes-Benz 
cars to have 
'supercomputers', 
unveils Google 
partnership

The upcoming Tiffany & Co. and Nike brand
collaboration has been met with mixed
responses from fans. For Tiffany & Co, it's an
opportunity to try appeal to a younger
audience. For Nike, it's tied into the 40th
anniversary of the beloved Air Force 1
sneaker. But is this one of the most
mismatched brand alliances in years. The
Tiffany & Co. x Nike Air Force 1 Low '1837'
collaboration is coming on 7 March, but was
announced last year, and sneakerheads are
already jokingly mocking the design. 'Just do
it' is the tagline but perhaps it should have
been 'Just do more', is the message from fans.
Design collaborations, and the best rebrands,
can reinvigorate a company, but it's a thin line
to tread and will always be in danger of
putting off as many people as it impresses.

Mercedes-Benz said it has teamed up with Google on navigation and will offer "super computer-
like performance" in every car with automated driving sensors as it seeks to compete with Tesla
and Chinese newcomers. Automakers new and old are racing to match software-powered features
pioneered by Tesla, which allow for vehicle performance, battery range and self-driving
capabilities to be updated from a distance. The German carmaker agreed to share revenue with
semiconductor maker Nvidia Corp, its partner on automated driving software since 2020, to
bring down the upfront cost of buying expensive high-powered semiconductors. Mercedes said
the collaboration with Google would allow it to offer traffic information and automatic rerouting
in its cars. Drivers will also be able to watch YouTube on the cars' entertainment system when
the car is parked or in Level 3 autonomous driving mode, which allows a driver to take their eyes
off the wheel on certain roads as long as they can resume control if needed. All vehicles on
Mercedes' upcoming modular architecture platform will also have so-called hyperscreens
extending across the cockpit of the car.

Most of the luxuries and many of the so-called comforts of life
are not only not indispensable, but positive hindrances to the
elevation of mankind. – Henry David Thoreau

Tiffany x Nike: branding odd 
couple, and fans are unsettled

 
 

https://www.creativebloq.com/features/the-best-and-worst-rebrands-of-2019-so-far
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/294098?ref=luxury
https://www.azquotes.com/author/14637-Henry_David_Thoreau
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09     Lamborghini sets a new
sales record, all vehicles sold
out till 2024
The year 2022 proved to be an incredible
one for Italian automobile company
Lamborghini. Setting new records and
accomplishing new milestones, the marquee
is reportedly sold out of all vehicles until
2024. Reaching the end of its production in
September 2022, a successor of the
Aventador is slated to be released later this
year. However, sales of that vehicle or any
other Lamborghini vehicle will be delivered
only in 2024. Consequently, customers
looking to buy any Lamborghini vehicle
might have to sit on an 18-month-long
waiting list.A further acceleration of
Lamborghini’s successful journey will take
place in 2023 when the first hybrid cars will
be produced and the brand enters the
second phase of the Direzione Cor Tauri
program.

Ganga Vilas is India’s new luxury river cruise vessel with 18 suites and other associated facilities.
Built with a unique design and futuristic vision, it is set to be the world’s longest river cruise
(2,300-kilometre-long) covering 27 river systems in India and Bangladesh. The cruise will
meander across various prominent destinations that lie along Kolkata’s River Hooghly to
Varanasi’s River Ganges, and the journey is packed with visits to 50 tourist spots. The world’s
longest river cruise will sail from Bangladesh to Dibrugarh and cross Patna, Kolkata, Dhaka,
Dhubri, Guwahati, and Majuli Island.

 “A sensual lifestyle is a lifestyle you can have an affair with for
the rest of your life.”– Lebo Grand

World’s longest 
luxury river 
cruise is now in 
India

10     The abandoned Boeing 737 has
been transformed into a luxury villa
There’s plenty of intrigue around abandoned jets.
Some are turned into museums, some are displayed
at various places to showcase their history, and
some end up being party venues or restaurants.
And now, an abandoned Boeing 737 will be
transformed into a private luxury villa in Bali.
The aircraft, which was once on the fleet of the
now-defunct Mandala Airlines, sits on the edge of a
cliff, about 500 feet above the island’s Nyang
Nyang beach. It was purchased by developer Felix
Demin in 2021 and is currently being renovated
into a swanky new home

https://www.evoindia.com/search?q=McLaren
https://www.antaracruises.com/ganga-vilas-2/

